
The Discovery Space  
Chingford 

The following report outlines the results of the 
Discovery Space funding by Larkswood Ward.   

With thanks to London Borough of Waltham Forest, 
Larkswood Ward for the funding to allow these sessions 
to happen during Lockdown over 6 months (2020 - 2021) 

By : Mahnaz Bhatti  
Date : 5 May 2021 
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The Background  

The Virtual Discovery Space sessions were held online, with support from the local 
Mutual Aid groups to South Chingford Community library to support those in the 
local community who were shielding or isolating during the Lockdown Pandemic 
between July 2020 and March 2021.  As the project funding was delayed, we ran as 
many sessions as we could between December 2020 and March 2021 - some of 
which were run voluntarily.  The sessions were all hosting by the Discovery Space 
and facilitated by various hosts in the community.       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The Results  

We held a total of 21 Discovery Space sessions over a 4 months period during 
lockdown. 


258 residents were directly involved in the spaces - including those who 
received the cards at the end. 


12 Discovery Spaces were paid spaces, 9 were facilitated in kind.  


105 residents attended the paid sessions. 


53 attended the free sessions. 


100 residents received the “Thank you” cards at the end - with the help of 
AgeUK and volunteers delivering to the various neighbours.
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Total Number of Attendees over the 4 month period 

Dec 2020

Jan 2021

Feb 2021

March 2021

0 6 12 18 24 30

Open DS with Mahnaz Creative Writing with Jenni Regan
Open DS with 7-10 year olds DS for Local Musicians with Mahnaz
The Creative DS DS Seated yoga with Jean 
Quiz Closing celebration for all



The “Appreciation” Card 

As the closing piece for the project, some of those who were involved in the project 
collaborated to produce a card as it was not safe to meet outdoors. A copy of this 
card is below. 


A hand knitted heart was placed in the 
frame on the cover : 

 





The poem inside :  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The back cover:  


This was the insert which was a way of showing appreciation to others who had 
helped them :  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The Discoveries  

1. One of our hosts is on his way to set up a bank account for any future work he 
may do. This was not a priority before. 


2. One of our hosts - who has broken both her ankles before lockdown - has been 
running a seated yoga class. Something she would never had considered 
before.


3. One of our hosts has never run an online creative session before and is now 
running her own.


4. One of our hosts is continuing to run her mental health writing workshops and 
didn’t realise how much she would enjoy them. The participants did too. 


5. 7-10 year olds speaking live on the radio station didn’t inhibit them in the least. 
They were very raw, honest and quite entertaining in their sharing about the 
pandemic. 


6. Caroles poems have been locked away until now, and she was very comfortable 
with sharing them. They are now in the world and lifting peoples spirits.  


7. The musicians space was incredibly uplifting and one local musician has now 
started to teach online lessons.  He had lost his job. 


8. All of the participants valued the spaces for their mental health and to stay 
connected with others in the community. 


9. The open discovery spaces are supporting local people in becoming more 
confident in themselves and helping them look at other pathways in life - which 
they would not have done before.   It would be great to get more local people to 
join the spaces. 
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Acknowledgements to :  

Our Facilitators :  

Mahnaz Bhatti for the open discovery spaces


Jenni Regan for facilitating the Writing for mental health workshops


Suleiman Banian and Sean Dewey for hosting the Quiz nights


Martin Chandler for collaborating with HSpark radio station


Isabella Du Plessis for her creativity class


Jean Cobb for facilitating a relaxed seated exercise classes for those who were 
shielding in our local community. 


Card Creations :  

Jean Cobb for knitting 100 hearts


Carole Rogers for her beautiful poetry 


Others :  

Emma Hammond for Marketing


South Chingford Community Library & the Mutual Aid Group for their collaboration 
and support. 


Waltham Forest Council (Larkswood Ward) for the funding
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Shared experience from our Community 
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“I have always looked forward to the monthly Discovery 
Space meetings - meeting new people and finding out 
more about their world and mine . Then the Pandemic 
struck. I missed meeting people face to face, but 
Discovery Space went on Zoom . I really enjoyed the extra 
sessions laid on.This introduced me to new avenues and 
new people. I was encouraged to take on new tasks within 
the community I had no idea I could accomplish. Keeping 
me in touch wit the outside world whilst shielding with my 
husband.” Jean  
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“I enjoy the discovery space as it is a chance to connect with others 
although there are only a few of us.  The writing session was a very 
friendly group, however I did not join the second writing session as I 
tend to write as and when I feel inspired and am not very good 
writing ad hoc.  I joined the first seated yoga session although I do 
not get very much benefit from it as I think it is more for those with 
limited mobility but I wanted to support the leader who stood in for 
the teacher. I joined the creative craft workshop which I enjoyed but 
we are now meeting outdoors as a group.” Carole 
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“I had really good fun in the 
radio show. I really liked 
talking about our thoughts 
and important things with 
other children” Sebastian 
(aged 8) 

“I think this is a really good initiative for building confidence 
with children and teaching them how to listen to other 
people, how to share their opinions and express themselves 
and to feel like their opinion matters. It’s a lovely way to 
bring the community together in a fun and creative fashion” 
Sheema (parent)

“I really enjoyed meeting new people and old friends. I was 
really excited about being on the radio station and I liked 
sharing my opinion and talking with other people even 
though people were being silly at times. I want to do it 
again! ” Xander (aged 8)

“It was nice to get to know 
more people. I really 
enjoyed talking about 
expressing my feelings with 
the other children.” Anisa 
(aged 8)
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“Really good to connect with others at the Creative session 
whilst we learnt a new skill” Chryshanthi
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“As a quiz online they were a good thing but there wasn’t any 
mixing in the breaks, which was tricky. So it’s not the same as 
being in person. I did enjoy them though!” Alan 
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“I attended several of 
the local musicians 
events and sadly, just 
one of the writing 
workshops ( the others 
clashed with a family 
Zoom call). All sessions 
were thoroughly 
enjoyable- very social 
and a great way of 
meeting local people. 
Thanks to Jenni and 
Mahnaz!” Nick 
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"What a wonderful idea to stay connected locally and share songs. 
A right pleasure. Looking forward to meeting everyone in person 
and playing some music together in realtime.” 

Gareth Frederik, Guitar Lessons & Live, Highams Park 
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“Thank you Mahnaz for keeping the music going during 
lockdown. The Discovery Space was a great way to meet 
and keep the music going. 💗  onwards with a community 

festival hopefully🙂  I personally (along with others) have 
had their own pandemic struggles, the discovery space 
was a way to dip in and out when you could thank you 👏

👏 👏 ” Angela 
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“Jenni is a generous facilitator.  She prepped her writing 
prompts, she encouraged everyone and listened really well. 

 She encouraged us to share and value our writing  endeavours. 
And she shared some of her own writing responses.” Cathie
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“Some sessions get cancelled so it made it hard to keep track 
of what’s happening.  I suggesting emailing all previous 
participants as well as putting on ACG page?” Cathie 

‘Discovery Space’ is a great concept and it was great having a 
confirmatory email of my place once I’d booked. 

I’m so grateful for under opportunity to be part of the writing 
group. I am going through a big personal upheaval at the 

moment and this sort of activity is an important sanity 
staging post!   Thanks Jenni and Mahnaz.”  Cathie 

“I only did Jenni’s writing workshop. In a time of Covid it was a 
wonderful anchor of escapism and fun away from the 

relentless news of more people dying.  A safe space.  was also 
good to meet other people from the chingford community who 

were  going through similar challenging times during lock 
down.  And I enjoyed just testing if I can write!
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Our final session was a celebration of all the talents in the 
community. From Music and songs being shared to a live 
stand up comedy act. A wonderful ending to the Covid-19 

funding space. 
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